
MyMathLab at UEA
• This is a survey carried out by Claire Reeves at UEA. They used MyMathLab with two groups 

where for one group use was compulsory and for the other, voluntary. A very positive exercise in 
terms of demonstrating how best to use the technology (i.e., compulsory use; deep integration 
with course). See last two slides for summary of findings.
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1. (All) Which maths module did you take?

• Very Good response rate from both modules.
• None had used MML before. 1 had used Croft and Davison before.

Survey of ENV-1A63 and ENV-1A65 “Maths and Basic Maths for 
Environmental Scientists” on the use of MyMathLab.

Trialled in 2008: Compulsory with assessed course tests in 1A63; Voluntary 
exercises for 1A65.



2. (All) How easy did you find it to register for and navigate around the MyMathLab
system?

• Most students found it easy to register.
• 3 respondents (1A65) did not use MML.



3. (ENV-1A63 Only) How good do you think the on-line tests were for assessing your 
understanding?

1 of the 1A65 students answered this question, or 
ticked the wrong module

• Most students seemed to think the tests assessed their understanding reasonably well, 
but clearly there were quite a few who disagreed.
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• MML does not reward understanding just the answer in the exact format.

3. (ENV-1A63 Only) How good do you think the on-line tests were for assessing your 
understanding?



4. (ENV-1A63 Only) Would you have preferred to have had similar questions set and 
marked as paper tests?

2 of the 1A65 students answered this question, or 
ticked the wrong module

• Students divided or indifferent as to whether they would have preferred a written test.
• 31% would have preferred a written test, but 69% were happy with an on-line test –

nice to know as this is less work to the teaching staff.
• Of the 9 that would have preferred a paper test, 5 suggested voluntary use of MML, 2 
no use of MML, 1 no use of the FM textbook either & 1 compulsory MML tests (Q10)



4. (ENV-1A63 Only) Would you have preferred to have had similar questions set and 
marked as paper tests?
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• MML does not reward understanding just the answer in the exact format.



5. (ENV-1A63 Only) Did you find knowing if you had given the correct answer to a 
question along with the option to retake the test helped improve your learning?

1 of the 1A65 students answered this question, or 
ticked the wrong module
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• Most found this helpful. Perhaps needed more direction to exercises with on-line help.



6. (ENV-1A65 Only) Did you find that the on-line weekly exercises helped with your 
learning?

12 of the 1A63 students answered this question, 
or ticked the wrong module
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• Although initially looks like students found it helpful, the majority of 1A65 respondents 
didn’t.



6. (ENV-1A65 Only) Did you find that the on-line weekly exercises helped with your 
learning?
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• Rather mixed views.  Seems like the students needed more reminding in class about 
the exercises and how they might use MML to practice

• Of the 8 1A65 students 4 suggested voluntary use of MML, 1 no use of MML, 1 no use 
of the C&D textbook either & 1 compulsory MML tests (Q10) (1 no response)



7. (All) How useful did you find the on-line system for your own independent learning? 
i.e. other than the assessed course work tests (ENV-1A53) or the weekly set exercises 
(ENV-1A65)

• Overall just over half found it useful for independent learning.
• The rest found it no help or didn’t use it outside set tests.

• For 1A65 less than 1/3 found it helpful for independent learning.
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7. (All) How useful did you find the on-line system for your own independent learning? 
i.e. other than the assessed course work tests (ENV-1A53) or the weekly set exercises 
(ENV-1A65)
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• For those who did not find it helpful, some preferred to use the text book



8. (All) Overall how useful did you find the on-line system for improving your 
understanding of maths?

• Overall over 70% found it MML useful.
• For 1A65 only 40% of respondents found it useful, but then an equal number didn’t use 

it at all. 
• Overall just short of 20% of those who used it found it no help (17% for 1A63 and 26% 

for 1A65).
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• Positive about design of stepping through problems.  Issue of exactness & method.

8. (All) Overall how useful did you find the on-line system for improving your 
understanding of maths?



9. (All) How helpful did you find the actual textbook by Croft and Davison in your 
studies?
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• Overall over 80% found the Croft and Davison textbook helpful.
• A few never used it.
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• Cost.  Foundation year.  Reference in class.

9. (All) How helpful did you find the actual textbook by Croft and Davison in your 
studies?
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10. (All) Which of the following would you recommend?
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• Overall 54% thought MML should be compulsory whilst 30% thought it should be 
voluntary.

• For 1A63 where it was compulsory this year these figures were 63% and 23% 
respectively.

• 15% thought MML should not be used, and 1/3 of these thought that the Croft and 
Davison textbook should not be used either. 
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• Cost.  Exact answer.  Feedback?  Reference in class. ENV problems.

10. (All) Which of the following would you recommend?
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Survey of ENV-1A63 and ENV-1A65 “Maths and Basic Maths for 
Environmental Scientists” on the use of MyMathLab.

Overall Conclusions & Recommendations

• By far the majority of 1A63 students found MML helpful.  1A65 less so.

• The majority of students thought MML should be compulsory with on-line assessments

• Main complaint was that MML required the answers in an exact format and did not 
reward methodology.

• Mixed feelings about feedback.  Instant feedback, but only right or wrong.  Some 
students found being able to retake tests helped learning.  Others didn’t seem to be 

aware of the exercises they could do to learn how to answer a test question.

• For some cost was an issue, especially if already bought for foundation year

• Few used it for independent learning outside set tests.

• By far the majority found Croft and Davison helpful – used along side in-house text.

• Written test better for ENV problems, but maybe limited by the way we used MML.

• Use MML for 2009.  2010? New Numerical Skills modules (1A63, 1A65 & stats).

• Use as much as possible (reference in class, a few class sessions, assessed tests, 
extra homework (strugglers & advanced)) – students get more from it, better value. 

• Need ENV type problems. Steps allowing feedback & habit of detailing methodology.



• MML provides instant feedback to each student
– far more feedback than can be provided by the teaching staff in class

– feedback somewhat limited to right or wrong although students should be directed to 
the practice exercises where the on-line system can guide them through a problem.

General thoughts on using MyMathLab.
• MML provides the opportunity for independent learning, some of which can be directed 

– fits into the idea of increasing student learning without increasing contact hours

• MML covers the fundamentals, but still need to teach the students to apply these 
techniques to ENV type problems.

• In future students of even wider ranging maths ability will be taught together
- MML could be used for providing extra practice to those you need it

- Also may be for stretching the more advanced students (part of summative
assessment?)

• Written tests needed to demonstrate the importance of detailing methodology.

• Evidence suggests students do little non-assessed independent learning unless the 
assessed tests can only be sat once!

• MML tests are easy to set.  Same tests can be used each year as each question has 
different actual values.  Marking is automated. Therefore efficient in terms of tutor time. 

Also allows frequent assessment and promotes regular practice.

• Need to link appropriate MML parts to module curriculum or text.


